Asset Management and Consulting Services
Corporate Culture

In The Book of Virtues Bill Bennett says, “Work is effort applied towards some end. The
most satisfying work involves directing our efforts towards achieving ends that we
ourselves endorse as worthy expressions of our talent and character.” Bennett’s words
inspire us not only to set goals but also to achieve them in order to enhance both our work
and our lives. When individuals bring a commitment toward achievement into a business
enterprise, we increase the likelihood that we will reach both personal goals and the goals
of the group and create success. In particular, property management is fertile ground for
the successful meeting of different minds.
AMCS is an enterprise, a coming together of people with different backgrounds, needs,
objectives, goals, and beliefs. These people have become invested in AMCS for different
reasons and with various expectations. Our interests in property management vary
widely, from owner investment values to management fees to salaries to customer service
to communities of quality, but we share common interest across the board: When one
interest is met, all interests are more likely to be met.
Therefore, AMCS is a venture that depends upon the union of these various people and
organizations to make a whole. While these “parts” may seem to be only loosely
connected, we all share a focus that ideally should help us to meet the needs of all
members of this group and create success. However, success is not immediate nor is it
guaranteed. To succeed, we need something that binds our effort, a glue.
Glue is what holds our group together despite our varied interests and objectives. Glue is
our common ground. Glue, although it binds us together, also allows for us to make
individual accomplishments and maximize our separate interests. In our enterprise,
AMCS, we are all most likely to succeed if we are clear about just what type of glue
holds us together and makes us produce results.
The following documents are intended to express clearly what that glue is—the values,
beliefs, and ethics we all must share as we not only aspire toward excellence but also
commit to achieving it. These codes explain the values and attitudes that should be
embraced by us all in order to magnify the success of us all. These define our corporate
culture.
Sincerely,
James J. Kerr, Sr., President

Corporate Culture is comprised of the moral, social, and behavioral norms
of an organization based on the beliefs, attitudes, and priorities of its
members. Every organization has its own unique set of values. The
following elements express various aspects of AMCS’s corporate culture:
Vision -The best, the largest.
Mission –Aspirations fulfilled.
Purpose –Profitability for all.
Values –Respect, beliefs, results.
Code of Ethics –Do unto others as . . .
Standards of Excellence –Everyday is an opportunity to improve.
“Can do” Attitude –Failure is unacceptable.
General Actions Items –I can, I will, I do.

AMCS’ Corporate Vision
To remain the largest Charleston Area real estate investment and property management
firm in number of units managed as well as owned.

AMCS’ Mission
To fulfill the aspirations of our stakeholder by building, acquiring, maintaining and/or
sustaining:
The best possible returns to our properties’ owners/ investors;
The best possible communities in which the customers we serve live;
The best possible environment in which AMCS’ employees work.

AMCS’ Purpose
The main purpose of AMCS is to manage its portfolio in a profitable manner. This is
accomplished by providing excellent service to the properties we are entrusted with. This
insures that the fees generated are ample and sustainable, so that support salaries and
owner profits are realized consistently.

AMCS’ Values
Respect for others and ourselves
Commitment to results
Continuous improvement.
Belief in God
Belief in our Country, The Rule of Law and a vigorous free enterprise system.

AMCS CODE OF ETHICS

DO UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD HAVE THEM DO UNTO YOU
AMCS as an organization adopts and embraces all principals and practices that foster the
fair treatment of others and the use of the highest skills to benefit our residents, property
owners, suppliers and vendors, and fellow employees.
As an employee of AMCS I pledge to daily:
1.) Maintain loyalty to the ownership of the properties I represent and pursue their
goals and objectives, accepting no management assignments that would pose a
conflict of interest on my part with established regulations and statutes.
2.) Obtain and maintain in force all licenses and training required by state or local
governments having jurisdiction over my activities, including state monitoring
and allocating agencies.
3.) Hold inviolate the confidential and fiduciary relationship with my employer and
the confidential information entrusted to me by employees and residents.
4.) Serve all employees and residents impartially and neither provide nor accept any
special compensation, commissions, gifts, or payments. Also, I pledge to not
allow anyone with whom I have a close relationship to receive compensation
without the prior written knowledge and consent of my employer.
5.) Allow no exploitation of my position, industry, or profession.
6.) Uphold all laws and regulations providing for fair access to housing opportunities,
housing rental, and accommodations. This includes but is not limited to all
federal, state, and local fair housing laws, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1992, and related regulations.
7.) Exercise sound business principles in managing properties.
8.) Issue no false or misleading statements to the public. Refrain from disseminating
any malicious, personal or confidential information concerning any property or
person including residents, homeowners, owners, clients, venders or company
employees.
9.) Act in conformity with applicable laws and regulations and act in every
appropriate way without regard to race, color, gender, religion, familial status,
national origin, special needs or age of the persons with whom we deal, provide
services to, or employ.
10.) Keep constantly before our employees and residents the value of our
constitutional form of government and the freedom of individual opportunity
which it protects. The American flag displayed at my location is a reminder of
this.

11.) Adhere to the practice of the Golden Rule in all of our endeavors. We seek to
provide our customers with the high standards of quality and service and to
continually seek to provide better value.
12.) Adhere to the profit principle and believe that the investment, risk, labor and
effort required to present an appropriate and high quality product deserve a fair
return.
13.) Respect the right of competitors and colleagues to determine the value of their
products and services.
14.) Believe in the sanctity of contracts and their enforcement through appropriate
procedures.
15.) Place honesty and integrity and industriousness above all else and have
established ethical standards of conduct in doing business with suppliers,
agencies, residents, owners, and managers of the community we serve.
16.) Follow the policies and procedures of AMCS and to maintain the Real Estates
and other assets assigned to me, my work area, files, inventory systems, safety
manuals, records, equipment, and documents in a current and proper state.
17.) Accept only authorized payment for valid expenses and to verify the receipt of
and appropriate completion of the items being invoiced.
18.) Maintain all records and reports in an accurate and correct manner.
19.) Maintain the work environment I have control over in a clean and safe
posture.
20.) Not allow or participate in allowing deficient items or conditions or practices to
exist at an AMCS managed property.
We believe that it is the duty of each of us to conduct ourselves in accordance with the
principles of this Code of Ethics and to condemn those who violate these principles by
use of the proper disciplinary procedures established.
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AMCS
STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE

EVERYDAY IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE
As an employee of AMCS, I make a difference by being:
1. Customer Focused

I focus on customer service, remembering that customers
are the reason I have a job. The service I provide satisfies
their needs.

2. Accurate

My work is done carefully; I am goal-oriented and I
produce the highest quality results.

3. Knowledgeable

I take personal responsibility for my own training and
become an active learner. I am assertive in finding answers
for myself. I generously mentor other workers when
necessary.

4. Reliable

I am accountable for every aspect of my work, keeping
promises and taking ownership of problems. I am
consistent.

5. Courteous

My attitude, voice tone and words convey that I am
genuinely grateful for each opportunity before me and that
I care. I acknowledge customers, smile, introduce myself,
greet customers by name and always say, “May I help
you,” “Thank you” and “You’re welcome.”

6. Responsive

I return all my messages by the end of the day, even if it is
to just give status updates. I respond to others’ requests
quickly, after being asked only once.

7. Proactive

I take initiative to build relationships, ask questions, listen
for clues and respond with suggestions. I take responsibility
and go the extra mile in all interactions with co-workers
and customers.

8. Flexible

I constantly focus on what I can do for my co-workers and
customers. I always seek to understand situations from
others’ perspectives, and I am creative in finding solutions.
I am adaptable to change.

9. Innovative

I look for ways to improve the products and services I
provide and am willing to explore new possibilities. I
communicate my ideas with confidence and clarity to
others. I look for ways to say, “We Can.”

10. Ethical

I maintain high ethical and legal standards. I am respectful
of the confidential nature of interactions with customers
and co-workers I help create an environment of trust. I fully
understand and subscribe to AMCS’s code of ethics.

11. Well Organized

I maintain a system of order that enables me to be
consistently efficient and effective.

“Can-Do”
Winning Attitudes
FAILURE IS UNACCEPTABLE
CAN’T
We’re never done it before
It’s too complicated
We don’t have the resources
It will never work
There’s not enough time
We already tried it
There’s no way it’ll work
It’s a waste of time
It’s a waste of money
We’ll cannibalize our own sales
We don’t have the expertise
We can’t compete
Our vendors won’t go for it
It’s good enough
We don’t have enough money
We’re understaffed
We don’t have enough room
It will never fly
We don’t have the equipment
It’s not going to be any better
It can’t be done
No one communicates
Isn’t it time to go home?
I don’t have any idea
Let somebody else deal with it
We’re always changing direction
It’s too radical a change
It takes too long for approval
Our customers won’t buy it
Our company is the wrong size
It doesn’t fit us
It’s contrary to policy
It’s not my job
I CAN’T

CAN DO
We have the opportunity to be first
Let’s look at it from a different angle
Necessity is the Mother of Invention
We’ll give it a try
We’ll reevaluate some priorities
We learn form the experience
We can make it work
Think of the possibilities
The investment will be worth it
We’ll do it before they do
Let’s network with those who do
We’ll get a jump on the competition
Let’s show them the opportunities
There is always room for improvement!
Maybe there’s something we can cut
We’re a lean, mean machine!
Temporary space may be an option
We’ll never know until we try
Maybe we can sub it out
We’ll try it one more time
It’ll be a challenge
Let’s open the channels
Days go so quickly around here!
I’ll come up with some alternatives
I’m ready to learn something new
We’re in touch with our customers
Let’s take a chance
We’ll walk it through the system
We’ll do better at educating them
We’re perfect for this project
We should look at it
ANYTHING’S POSSIBLE
I’ll be glade to take the responsibility
I CAN !

General Action Items

I CAN, I WILL, I DO
All AMCS employees focus on and are evaluated on the following points in order to
foster the corporate culture that we desire.
We support each other.
We communicate clear expectations and give meaningful feedback.
We meet deadlines and fulfill all the objectives of our projects.
We have purposeful meetings that lead to specific actions.
We deal effectively with challenges and problems.
We accept only quality work product and performance.
We hire the best-qualified candidates who appreciate and understand the group’s
beliefs and standards and thus fit into and become a part of a harmonious
enterprise.

